
As the industry leader of laser based dryfire training, Laser Ammo has satisfied thousands of shooters with their SureStrike™ 
laser cartridges.  While ideal for first shot scenarios (such as drawing from a holster, marksmanship training, etc.) we 
wanted to provide a solution for those who wished to have a solution for multiple follow up shots, without having to rack the 
slide in between each shot (as with customers using striker fired pistols with the realistic feel of a recoil). The solution must 
be budget friendly and safe, unlike the current solutions available to mainly just the military and various law enforcement 
departments.

Laser Ammo thus developed the R.E.A.L - Recoil Enabled Airsoft Laser (R.E.A.L.) : a replacement drop in barrel that converts 
popular airsoft model training guns, together with a SureStrike™ cartridge (in either red or IR) into a laser emitting full 
blowback training pistol to simulate a real firearm. This opened a new era of at-home training with recoil that allows tactical 
training, fast transitions and dynamic movement when training with the Smokeless Range® or i-MTTS targets.

Laser Ammo is offering the full training gun with the R.E.A.L barrel and laser, or just the R.E.A.L kit that includes the barrel 
and the laser (in red or IR).

Product advantages: 

 � Realistic look and feel of the shooters personal firearm 
 � Full recoil training 
 � Safe – cannot shoot any projectiles
 � Fits in most holsters available on the market
 � Can train on: speed drills, reloads, marksmanship, transitional drills and many more.

R.E.A.L - Recoil Enabled Airsoft Laser
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Gun Model Recoil Enabled Pistol SKU with IR lasers Recoil Enabled Pistol SKU with Red 
lasers Gas Use

Sig Saur M17 / P320 RETP-SIG M17-IR RETP-SIG M17 Green Gas
Sig Saur M18 RETP-SIG M18-IR RETP-SIG M18 Green Gas
CZ Shadow 2 RETP-CZS-IR RETP-CZS CO2

EMG STI / TTI RETP-2011STI-IR RETP-2011STI Green Gas
Glock 17 RETP-UG17-IR-C02 /  RETP-UG17-IR-GG RETP-UG17-C02  /   RETP-UG17-GG CO2 and Green Gas
Glock 19 RETP-UG19-IR-GG RETP-UG19-GG Green Gas
Glock 45 RETP-UG44-GG RETP -UG45GG-IR Green Gas
1911 RETP-LA-1911GG-IR RETP-LA-1911GG Green Gas

Laser Ammo is the worldwide leader in laser base firearms training. With R&D in Israel, and sales office both in the USA and Europe, 
our users include military, Law Enforcement, firearms trainers, competitive and recreational shooters alike. Our product philosophy is: 
affordable, high quality products, that will allow any level of shooter to train anytime anywhere!
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